Tattoo gun wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of tattoo power supply wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
simplified standard photographic representation of an electrical circuit. It reveals the parts of
the circuit as streamlined shapes, as well as the power and signal links between the tools. A
wiring diagram generally provides info about the loved one setting and arrangement of devices
as well as terminals on the tools, to assist in building or servicing the device. A pictorial layout
would certainly show much more information of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring
diagram uses a much more symbolic notation to stress affiliations over physical appearance. A
wiring diagram is usually used to repair problems and also to make sure that the connections
have actually been made which everything exists. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save
it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is an easy graph of the
physical links and physical layout of an electrical system or circuit. It reveals how the electrical
cords are interconnected and also could additionally reveal where fixtures and parts may be
linked to the system. Usage circuitry layouts to aid in structure or making the circuit or
electronic tool. They are also helpful for making repairs. DIY enthusiasts utilize wiring layouts
however they are additionally typical in home building and also auto fixing. As an example, a
residence builder will intend to confirm the physical place of electric outlets and lights using a
wiring diagram to avoid pricey blunders as well as building code violations. A schematic reveals
the plan as well as feature for an electrical circuit, yet is not worried about the physical layout of
the wires. Circuitry representations demonstrate how the cables are linked as well as where
they must situated in the real device, along with the physical links between all the parts. Unlike
a photographic representation, a wiring diagram makes use of abstract or simplified forms and
lines to show elements. Pictorial layouts are commonly pictures with labels or highly-detailed
drawings of the physical parts. If a line touching one more line has a black dot, it suggests the
lines are attached. The majority of symbols made use of on a wiring diagram look like abstract
variations of the genuine objects they stand for. A switch will be a break in the line with a line at
an angle to the cord, much like a light button you can turn on and also off. Wiring Diagram
Sample. A wiring diagram is an easy visual representation of the physical connections and
physical layout of an electrical system or circuit. It shows how the electrical wires are
interconnected and may also show where fixtures and components could possibly be
connected to the system. Use wiring diagrams to assistance with building or manufacturing the
circuit or computer. They are also helpful for making repairs. For example, a house builder will
want to look at the geographic location of electrical outlets and light fixtures utilizing a wiring
diagram to prevent costly mistakes and building code violations. Repairing electrical wiring, a
lot more than some other household project is about safety. Install a local store properly and as
safe as possible; do the installation improperly and it is potentially deadly. The rules might be
complicated, definitely, and often confusing, even for master electricians, but you can find basic
concepts and practices that sign up for almost every electrical wiring project, particularly the
kind that DIYers are qualified to tackle. The simplest way to avoid electrical shock is to ALWAYS
test wires and devices for power before taking care of them or near them. Simply shutting from
the power is unappealing enough. The circuit breaker label may well not accurately describe
what the circuit breaker actually controls. All electrical wiring and devices come with an
amperage, or amp, rating. This is the maximum quantity of electrical current they are able to
safely carry. Most standard household circuits are rated for 15 amps or 20 amps, while
large-appliance circuits such as for electric dryers and ranges could be rated for 30, 40, 50
amps, or maybe more. When installing or replacing wiring or devices, all the parts you use must
have the right amperage rating for your circuit. If you install gauge, amp wiring on that circuit,
you produce a fire hazard since the amp circuit breaker protecting that circuit may well not
disconnect before the amp wiring overheats. When replacing a switch, permanent fixture, or
outlet receptacle, ensure not to use a device that is certainly rated for additional amperage as
opposed to circuit carries. This is especially important when replacing receptacles. A receptacle
rated for amps includes a unique prong shape where among the vertical slots features a T
shape. This shape allows amp appliances, who have a matching T-shaped prong, to be inserted.
Installing this kind of receptacle on the amp circuit can help you possibly overload the circuit if
you plug this kind of amp appliance involved with it. In fact, it is quite normal for amp
general-use circuits being wired with amp receptacles. Electricity travels along conductors, like
wires as well as the metal contacts of outlets and sockets. Tight connections between
conductors create smooth transitions derived from one of conductor to a new. But loose
connections behave like speed bumps, restricting the flow and creating friction and warmth.
Very loose connections can result in arcing, by which electricity jumps through the air from one
conductor to an alternative, creating tremendous heat. Prevent fire hazards by looking into
making sure all wiring connections are tight and still have full contact of the conductors being
joined. Outlet receptacles and switches in many cases are manufactured with push-fit wire

connection slots about the back, with the traditional screw-terminal connections for the sides in
the device. These push-fit connections are notorious for loosening or failing, so professional
electricians almost unanimously avoid them in favor of making very tight and secure screw
terminal connections. Grounding and polarization are very important to the safety of modern
electrical systems. Grounding offers a safe path for stray electrical current the consequence of
fault or another condition in a circuit. There are a variety of approaches to test for grounding
and polarization. A simple plug-in circuit analyzer tool, designed for some amount of money,
can make it possible to routinely check outlets to make certain they may be wired correctly. In
most cases, therefore a power box. Enclosures not just protect the connectionsâ€”and protect
people from accidental contact with those connectionsâ€”they also provide opportinity for
securing conductors like electrical cables and devices. If you need to make a wiring splice,
install a junction box and secure the cables on the box with cable clamps. Never leave a splice
or another connection exposed or unsecured. Electric Motor Switch Radio Latest. Facebook
Tweet Pin. Jason Goodrow, otherwise known as "the Goodboy," is a licensed tattoo artist who
shares his expertise with the world in his articles. This is the power supply model I am currently
using. It works as good as the dollar p. There are a ton of power supplies to choose from, but
every brand offers the same thing: a controlled flow of electricity from their product to your
machine. This enables you to tattoo at a much steadier and speedier rate than if you did it
without power. Remember, the sewing needle and thread with India ink? Yeah, it is much faster
than that. This I'm sure of: No matter which you choose, it will basically work like the rest of the
others on the market. Each make and model will offer different physical features, but its basic
purpose is the same. Some power supplies do not display the volts that are being outputted. It'll
still work fine, but you will need to make sure that to make sure it's set up properly see below.
These factors will make a huge difference in the performance of your machine. Digital display
can be a little on the pricey side. You can just barely make out the needles hanging over the tip
of the tube. Under fluorescent lights, keep your tattoo machine running. If it running perfectly,
you will see an obvious figure 8 on the armature nipple. If you do not have fluorescent lighting
or a digital display on your PS, you will do the final tuning the old-fashioned way. Here is my
power supply not drawing any electrical current. This is the power supply drawing an electrical
current. Notice the digital display and the voltage my machine is pulling. I definitely prefer these
types of PSs. That is the lesson for the day. Remember, if you have any questions or comments
please post them below and I will be glad to answer any questions you may have. Talk to you all
soon! Question: Is it normal that the power voltage drops a bit, or unstable while hitting the
pedal? Answer: Unstable I need more information, please. Question: I am currently using that
same exact power supply for my tattoo art that you said you were using. I never had a problem
until the other day. I was in the middle of a tattoo when all the sudden the voltage jumped all the
way up to When I tried to move the dial, it either wouldn't change or it would just start going
down and back up, and never stop. How do I fix it? Answer: For starting out, I think your
machine should run around 6. Answer: Your foot pedal is simply breaking the circuit so it runs
power to your machines. Question: What could I use to make a tattoo gun spring system out of
because someone stole all my stuff except a piece of a gun? Answer: Hardened steel, 20 mm
gauge for front and back spring Question: My gun only clicks. Question: Sometimes when I'm
tattooing the ink doesn't seem to be going in is this because of the angle I'm tattooing? Answer:
Perhaps but the degree angle is what you are aiming for as far as good ink flow. Question: Why
does my coil machine sound like a dead battery no matter what voltage it is on? Answer: A
couple of things Question: To check if your tattoo machine is running too high, would figure 8
on the armature nipple be further apart? And if too slow, closer together? Answer: Nope you
have it backwards Opinions allowed but the people of ages past marked their skin with all kinds
of material made from from various articles and sorry friend it is not all about art it's about the
meaning in the true tradition of making your body how you like not paying a smoe bucksfor my
dad's name that could with Indian ink needle and thread for less than five bucks But my biggest
issue and for the life of me I can't figure it out.. I set the power supply unit at 6. If you have the
correct V set on your power supply and your machine is tuned correctly you shouldn't have
much hassle tattooing. The only thing I stress about is how to keep the ink in the tip? If anyone
can give me any pointers that'd be great thanks. Sorry it took so long to get back at ya, Rotary
machines are something different all together to work with, I have seen other guys work with
em, but color seems to fall out which tells me it takes practice, and probably the right rotary set
up I don't have enough experience to pass on rightfully, but like anything make sure to work on
something or someone who wont mind if their is touch up work later. Hi finding your blog Great
, can you use rotary machines for shading or are they best for lining I have a stigma , bizarre
rotary machine but also have four dragon hawk coil machines too which would you advise to be
the best for begginers. LOL my friend each machine has its own particular sound But the other

variables are Lots of variables to look at If you cannot decide from the catalog you have it may
be better to shop around on ebay Hope this helps your cause. Man it really sounds like a ground
issue You will need to keep your foot pedal plugged in and make sure you are pressing it when
using the voltmeter If that side tests good as well.. Hey thank for the response so ok yes I have
a duel digital display power supply n usually run it around 7. I would check to see if you have
any carbon build up on your post and front spring It will stick IF you see rust Its rare but not so
rare that a capacitor on your tattoo machine blew Same gig check all points that electricity goes
through If you think every thing is in order then start in on the power supply If so what do you
normally run your power settings at Let me know if this helped Hey so sorry just wondering if
my power supply lights up n seems to run fine but none of my guns wont run at all on it n ive
used them alot before n had them for a good while n did quite a few tatts with um n there still
quit new just haven't used um in a few months, i was just wondering if u could help me out n let
me know what could be the problem on that Actually I just fixed it! Thank you for the fast replies
and for posting your very helpful lessons!!! Also check your rear spring for too much tension
Yeah I've been messing with the contact screw as well as the front spring in order for it to run.
My machine won't run if it's under Ahhh I see Trust me if your new to this you're gonna probably
be like what the hell is he talking about, also what is your power ratio when your running the
tattoo machine on your power supply I'm sorry I wasn't very clear haha what I meant was that if I
take my foot off the pedal and press on it again it won't turn on again I would have to do that
whole contact screw routine. Hi there Amber, so read through this lesson again, but I will tell
you that you need to simply keep your foot pressed on the pedal to keep the machine running
Please read through I have lessons talking about how to set your machine up from the very
beginning. Hope this helped! Hi, I wanted to know why my tattoo machine shuts off after I take
my foot off the pedal? To make it turn on again, I keep my foot on the pedal and I screw the
contact screw to the end of the front spring until it clicks and I screw it back to the middle of the
front spring and it works fine again. What should I do to make my tattoo machine keep on
running??? Bob please refer to my other lessons, there is a ton of in formation on that
specifically, pics included. I just got my machine and I hook it up and there is no power getting
to the machine I am not sure what to do. You may need to check the capacitor that is on the
machine, it may be incorrectly soldered or faulty altogether I just bought a new clip cord
because my machine was not getting any power but its still not getting enough power to run the
machine what else could it be? Not sure what the electric variances are, but most tattoo shops
will run v for their power supplies. So first get me the variances and tell me a few things. As far
as lining general rule for outlines is liner bug pin or long taper which ever you prefer and lining
should run at 6. Hi I bought a new kit from one of the sites I'm from south africa I have a small
problem with shading an lining I'm not sure wat voltage shud I use wen shading an how many
needles shud I use an wen out lining I also have a problem with ink not chatching I have to go
over my outlines twice in order to get it dark an please help. My brother recommended I may like
this website. He used to be totally right. This post truly made my day. You can not consider
simply how so much time I had spent for this info! Your liner will have a shorter front spring and
a bit of a steeper pitch about 45 degree angle or so and your shader will have a longer front
spring and the pitch is more shallow, more like 30 degrees I had the impression that both
shader and liner contact points angles had to be at one o'clock,am i wrong??? Sounds like your
spring tension is to firm Let me know if this helps or need more information. When I hear
someone say practice paper I am assuming skin. You left out some key components that will
help maybe trouble shoot your problem. Hope this helps! Hey, I have a question. I bought a set
not too long ago, and have started practicing on practice paper, and my bestfriend let me do
one on him, but when I did it on skin, everything was tuned correctly, On my power supply I
used around 6. The machines seemed to sound correct and everything was running smoothly.
But when I started to do it on his skin, I found it hard to outline the contour line of his tribal
piece which took multiple turns to run over every line just to make it stay in his skin.
Afterwards, I started shading it in with black, and it took going over each shape roughly 6 or 7
times just to make that stick in his skin. Now after I was done, he took a shower the next day,
and when he wiped it off, the shapes have spots that are not fully colored in, and the lines
weren't fully there. What can I do to make nice, solid one sweep lines? And how can I shade
better with just normal black, or any color for that matter? Skin textures and how your machine
is set up dictate this number. I don't have a specific magic number because many of tattooists
use different machines and different power supplies, along with different shading techniques,
this does not include ink type, spring tension, what kind of contact point you are using brass,
copper, or steel. Once you have tuned your machine though what ever the voltage number is
should be consistent through the tattoo, keeping in mind you should never be running above 7
volts unless you are pushing a massive group of magnums, and if you are just beginning, you

will want to stay away from those until you have plenty of experience with a variety of shading
techniques. Most of this will depend on the size of the rounds and magnums, but ideally yes it
should be consistent voltage that you run your machines at. Again if anyone is tuning your
machine and your using more that 7 volts, I would be very hesitant on using the equipment.
Most professionals will tell you the same thing I am. If you started off cheap then you may have
ended up with a bunch of equipment that does not work. It is rare but I have seen it on several
occasions. If it were me I would just start from the beginning, set your machines up, as I
suggest in the lessons, also check for that carbon build up especially after having run your
tattoo machine as you have. Good luck! Keep me posted. There could be a few problems, and
its not always going to be power supply related. Every professional tattooist I have ever met run
their machines in the 6. If you are having issues with your machine not running at these lower
voltages then it could be related to the gauge of your spring, your contact point, is it brass or
metal? Have you checked to make sure the contact point has no carbon build up from running
at high voltage? Also if it is a cheaper machine it may only run at those higher voltages but the
quality of the tattoo will be hindered. There are many things to pay attention too. First make
sure that your contact points are at the right angles as I suggest in the mini lessons. Your liner
will be at one 'o' clock and your shader will be at about three 'o' clock. Liner with a dime width
gap and your shader with a nickel width gap. Trust me I asked these same questions and I even
doubted the information. Most cases it wont be your power supply that is the problem it will be
how your machine is tuned. Hope this helped, please revisit those lessons they might have
more to add. Thanks for reading! Hey there edge Craog B basically had the same question as
you, so follow the instructions I gave him, see what I can do for you guys. Hi there Despina, if
your like me and can afford it, buy a new one. I have never encountered that problem myself but
a few things do come to mind. Sometimes, not often mind you, how the electricity flows from
the wall through the power cable and then the "regulator" that steps down amount that will flow
through the power supply itself, those can go bad after years of use, and of course most things
like that are made in china because how cheaply they are manufactured over there. Another
thing is some of those P. I have torn this particular p. If you are savvy, take it apart and check to
make sure you have no crossed wires, sometimes things settle with age. Next question for you
is how long have you had this unit, because I had to order a new cable for it, and I have been
using it for better than 7 years. Here is the adapter type I found for it, hope this helped. There
are several techniques you need to apply to doing smooth straight lines. A lot will begin by the
tube size you are using I use a 1' tube grip this tends to give me better control over line
shakiness especially with curved lines. Next thing with line work Hope this helps. Hi I have a
question? I would like to now if you have any tips or ways I can practice to make perfect straight
lines. Im not bad but on tribal ho w there is long lines I have have a hard time keeping straight.
Cool, 8 does seem high to me as well. Try letting the machine run straight for a minute with no
interuption. Then go ahead and adjust down, keep in mind it does not need to quickly penetrate
the skin like the liner so by sound they are going to be different. Let me know. Hi there Sky This
may take a bit more to explain without some type of picture. So Be patient. If this is a lining
machine take a look at the angle or pitch of your contact screw. My lining machines are set up
at about 2 o'clock so if the pitch is off this can cause problems These are a few things to take a
peek at and like I said I have a machine I have to replace a spring on so I will go ahead and
produce this lesson for everyone. Hang in there!!! Hi Adam So first off lets not tattoo on anyone
else until you have figured your equipment out The needle snagging means not enough punch
The tat scabbing and then simply peeling off suggests spring issues again so start from scratch
do not tattoo anyone else until you have got this all figured out and check out my lessons on
how to get your tattoo machine set up just in case you missed something. Just got a new kit
and it seems like the needle snags, and then after the tat scabs and peels off What can I do or
should I be doing to fix this? Tattoo Ideas. Old School. Getting Tattooed. Tattoo Placement.
Fixing Tattoos. Getting Pierced. Piercing Types. Related Articles. By Jason Goodrow. By
Whitney. By Le Tigre. By Heather Basgall. By Anne. By becauseilive. By Rosana Modugno. By
kpelkey. This article was co-authored by Kiara Hamed. She has over nine years of tattoo
designing experience. This article has been viewed , times. Ever wanted to do your own tattoos
to yourself and friends? Tattoos flourish outside the tattoo parlors. Home studios are
sometimes how many current tattoo artists got their start. Tattoo machines are easy to set up.
Make sure you are in a clean environment while setting up your tattoo machine. If you want to
set up your tattoo machine, consider buying a starter kit that contains everything you need to
get started. Once you have one, wash your hands before assembling it so the machine stays
clean. Start by attaching the barrel to the frame, and adjust the needle so it sticks out 1 to 2 mm.
Then, choose a power supply that is not more expensive than the machine, and attach a foot
petal so you can tattoo more easily. Read on to learn how to practice tattooing on fruit! Did this

summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to
learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep
providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with
a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers.
Please log in with your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. We
use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie
Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article parts. Tips and
Warnings. Related Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of Buy a starter kit for a convenient option.
Starter kits are great because they offer all the parts you need for tattooing. Consider the quality
of your machine before tattooing anyone. A set up that is cheaper could hurt or infect someone
or result in a low-quality tattoo. Purchase individual parts if you want them to last longer. For
those who want better quality parts, purchasing individual components is the path for you.
Buying individual parts gives you the freedom to choose the extensions that you want and set
up the machine just the way you want them. Get the tools you need to set up the machine. You'll
need an Allen key set and a small screwdriver, at the minimum. Check out the kit instructions or
look over the individual parts to determine if you'll need any other tools to set up the machine.
Ask a professional for advice if you're new to tattooing. If you have a regular tattoo artist, open
up a dialogue about home kits. Artists who operate out of tattoo shops often have worked from
home at some point. They can offer valuable input. Some professionals may even be willing to
give you a tutorial on setting up the machine, for a fee. Part 2 of Sanitize your hands. Tattoo
machines need to be treated with the utmost care. Take precaution before handling these
machines. Wash your hands with antibacterial soap or wear latex gloves. Familiarize yourself
with the machine. The frame holds all the pieces together. Then you have 2 electromagnetic
coils which provide the power for the machine. The coils rapidly move the armature bar, which
is connected to a barred needle. The power supply connects to the electromagnetic coils. All of
these components can be removed or replaced as needed. Assemble the barrel. Inspect the grip
of the machine. There are 2 sides of the grip for the tube and the machine's tip. Set these to the
preferable length, and tighten the 2 screws on the grip. On average, the needle shouldn't exceed
the tip more than 2 mm and no less than 1 mm. If there is excessive blood, then your needle is
too long. Set up the needle. Take a look at the needles you received with the machine. You
should have a few different types and sizes of needles. Install one of the needles by inserting it
through the tube towards the tip. Be careful not to dull a needle while assembling. This could
lead to a painful tattoo. The numbers indicate the size and tell how many needles there are.
Secure the nipple. Place a nipple on the armature bar pin. Adjust the needle. The tube vise is the
adjustable screw in between the armature and needle. Part 3 of Choose a power supply. Power
supplies vary in specifications and voltages. Some starter kits come equipped with a power
supply that isn't adjustable. You can replace this with a different one, if desired. Power supplies
with analog or digital displays allow you to adjust the settings. Examine the power supply.
Check the fuse. Make sure you are running the proper voltage into your machine. Most tattoo
power supplies will have a regulated control for the amount of fuse and power going into your
tattoo machine. Acquire a footswitch and a clip cord. A footswitch is fairly inexpensive and
doesn't require a major setup. You'll also need a clip cord to attach the tattoo machine to the
power supply. Part 4 of Connect your footswitch. Attach your footswitch to the the power
supply. The footswitch activates and regulates the power from the power supply to the needle,
similar to a sewing peddle. Connect the machine to the power supply. There is a clear location
at the bottom of the machine for the clip cord to connect the machine to the power supply.
There should only be 2 inputs on the power supply itself. Make sure you connect the cables in
their proper location. Test the machine. If you are worried about testing the tattoo machine on
yourself, just turn everything on and examine it. The needle should vibrate at a consistent
speed without stopping upon pressing the footswitch. Practice on fruit. A good way to practice
your art is by practicing on apples or pears. The skin on apples and pears are similar to the
human flesh. If your fruits become damaged, then you're puncturing the needle too deep. Did
you know you can read expert answers for this article? Unlock expert answers by supporting
wikiHow. Kiara Hamed Tattoo Artist. Kiara Hamed. Support wikiHow by unlocking this expert
answer. Not Helpful 1 Helpful Not Helpful 3 Helpful 2. Not Helpful 15 Helpful 6. Buy a proper
tattoo machine. Buy a starter kit online, one with multiple machines so you can take them apart
and learn to build them while learning about each part. Once you understand the machine
completely, you should learn about bloodborne pathogens and sterilization. Once you have
learned everything there is to know, start practicing on fruit or fake skin. I don't have a power
supply box, but I do have everything else. What can I use? You will need to get a power supply
box. Don't try a makeshift one, as the power levels can be inconsistent. It is best to be on the
safe side when tattooing someone. Not Helpful 3 Helpful You can use alcohol spray, but most of

the parts are disposable. You can also cover your wires and machine with plastic bags. Not
Helpful 0 Helpful The rubber bands help hold the needle steady and should be wrapped around
the body of the machine and the needle shaft. Do not tattoo human skin if you are not
apprenticed under a licensed tattoo artist. Not Helpful 6 Helpful Pour ink into the tiny ink
buckets and dip the tip of the needle in it before tattooing. Not Helpful 10 Helpful The needle
should be out only as far as the taper of the needle about 1. When shading, it is best to take a
minimalist route; try not to shade too much or your tattoo will start to look fake. There's a
wikiHow article on shading tattoos that you might find helpful too. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 8.
Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. By using this
service, some information may be shared with YouTube. If the machine doesn't work you
should try readjusting the contact point screw. Helpful 7 Not Helpful 0. Some artists make
machines that are ready to go, so check into this option for added convenience. Helpful 5 Not
Helpful 0. Related wikiHows How to. How to. About This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors:
Updated: September 1, Article Summary X If you want to set up your tattoo machine, consider
buying a starter kit that contains everything you need to get started. Deutsch: Eine Tattoo
Maschine einrichten. Italiano: Montare la tua Macchinetta per i Tatuaggi. Thanks to all authors
for creating a page that has been read , times. I have some tattoos, so I am familiar with the
guns. This was a very helpful article because it clearly explained how to set up a system. I am
now comfortable with setting up my machine. Thank you! Krystal Kahale Aug 11, This helped us
learn exactly how to adjust needle depth, along with some very useful pointers. Great article
that was very to the point. New Tattoo artist Aug 13, Just bought a tattoo gun, copied a bunch of
pictures off other people's tattoos online. And now I'm going to open
4 way trailer wiring
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cdi diagram
a shop. Thanks for the help. Chris Fowler Aug 6, Excellent work, as I didn't have a clue but now
I do! Rexi Fuller Apr 6, Just what I needed and nothing more. Mary C. May 27, Rated this article:.
Pratul Chandra Vishwakarma Jun 16, This article is very helpful! Dea'El Hansley Oct 26, It was
very fast and very clear! Rich C. Nov 4, Russell Blackford Jan 19, Hedy Johnson Feb 28,
Anonymous Jan 7, Richard M. May 13, More reader stories Hide reader stories. Did this article
help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. Dave Croteau Feb 21, Share yours! More success stories Hide success stories. Related
Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy
policy. Follow Us. Bad at cooking? Improve your knife skills and chop like a chef! Take the
Course. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to
learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this!

